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Motivation
In almost all image-guided medical interventions the
spatial alignment of pre- and intra-interventional
image data plays a central role. For example in imageguided radiotherapy (IGRT) the planned patient setup
must be verified right before and during beam delivery
in order to guarantee an efficient treatment and to
avoid adverse effects.

Methods: Texture Model Registration (TMR)
We propose a novel framework for image registration
of 3D pre-interventional data (e.g. CT) with online 2D
intra-interventional images (e.g. X-rays). In contrast to
traditional approaches, Texture Model Registration
(TMR) is based on supervised machine learning and
yields a quasi-analytical solution thereby eliminating
the necessity of iterative numerical optimization.

WORKFLOW

• The registration task is split into an offline learning
step and an online prediction step.
• LEARNING STEP
• Random transformations Τi (translations, rotations)
are sampled and utilized for generating digitally
reconstructed radiographs (DRRs) XTPP,i
• Subsequently characteristic textures Xi are
extracted from the DRRs using feature-, intensityor gradient-based pre-processing operations G
• Machine learning techniques such as principal
component regression (PCR) construct a prediction
rule ƒ which is able to predict Ti from Xi
• PREDICTION STEP
• Transformations Tinew of unseen images XI,j are
predicted by simply applying pre-processing
operations G’ and passing Xinew to prediction rule ƒ

Experimental Results
Using PCR for machine learning and simple preprocessing operations which consisted of cropping
(G2) and intensity rescaling (G1) a first so-called TMRPCR pipeline was established. The implementation
was tested on a clinical 3D CT head and neck data set
and 8000 synthetic X-rays from lateral and ventral
views taking initial mean target registration errors
(mTREs) of up to 30 mm into account.

Conclusion
Preliminary results show that the performance of our
first tangible TMR-PCR implementation is comparable
to the registration accuracy of traditional approaches.
Furthermore we demonstrated that our approach is
able to register images with 49 Hz on average (realtime). However, in order to enhance the accuracy and
to cope with increasing nonlinearities caused by
rotational transformations alternative machine learning
techniques (e.g. kernel PCA) and pre-processing
strategies must be investigated.
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